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QUITE :i portion of the June number of the STUDENT will be devoted
to memorials of Mrs. Cheney. Brief
accounts of her work in the different
communities where she has lived and
labored will be contributed by different
persons of eminence who were once her
students. It will also contain a portrait of Mrs. Cheney, and testimonials
to her supreme worth.
We hope to
give as fitting a tribute as we may to
the memory of her who has been the
guardian angel of so many a young

life.
TjjTyrE are aware that man}' of the
£sL STUDENT'S friends are so situated
that they cannot find time to contribute
to its columns. Some have written us
to this effect, at the same time kindly
assuring us of their best wishes for its
success. For these words of good-will
and encouragement we are truly grateful ; but it still remains a fact—and a
very serious one, too,—that contributions are urgently needed ; and we pen
these words in the hope that they may
catch the eye of some of the graduates
who have not only the desire of rendering assistance, but also more favorable
opportunities for so doing. We feel
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called upon, however reluctantly, to
make this further appeal, trusting that
it will have the effect, in some measure,
of relieving our present embarrassment.
We hope that the hearty support we
are receiving from the undergraduates
will in no wise be lessened, and that
the strong interest they have hitherto
manifested in the representative paper
of our college will still continue.
PRACTICE, practice, practice has
been the burden of the remarks
made about our base-ball nine ; and
well it might be, for without it success
on the diamond is impossible, as has
been plainly shown during the last
three years. But students, looking
only at the importance of this practice,
are apt to give the players too little
credit for the amount of time employed.
The members of the nine are expected
to devote every spare moment to baseball, even though they would much prefer to employ it otherwise.
To be
sure, they get some recompense in the
pleasure of visiting other colleges and
in the excitement of the games, but the
most important return and the only one
that makes such work justifiable—a
better physical development—is open
to students who are not ball players ;
and there is no doubt that an amount
of training equal to that taken by the
nine would be a positive benefit to
every student. Yet how many arc
willing to bind themselves to any regularity of exercise? Base-ball men are
no more fond of daily work than the
rest of us, but enter into it that they
may aid in sustaining the reputation of
the college in the only game it publicly

contests. The team cannot practice too
much, but let us give them full credit
for the work done.
INHERE has been, and probably will
Jj be, much diversity of opinion as
to what should characterize the Literary Department of college publications.
Some contend that the sole object of
this department should be to amuse,
that it should be one unceasing flow of
gayety. To such persons life is doubtless a melancholy affair, and we can
easily see why a strong antidote should
be provided. For our own part, we
are not quite ready to admit that the
reading of this department, which is
generally supposed to represent the
best thought of college students, should
be purely and avowedly a diversion,
notwithstanding the student's '• unpleasant, weary labors," as one writer

phrases it.
We believe that a Literary Department should at least be literary. It is
argued that when a student wants
heavy reading, he will turn to other
magazines; but it should be remembered that, be the matter as amusing
as one could expect, it does not cause
lovers of fun to forget that there are
such publications as Life and Texas
Siftivijx.
Regarding college poetry we find the
idea advocated that all poetry, except
poems on college themes and love
poetry, should be ignored. Before we
should feel fully justified in adopting
this course some convincing proof that
love and college subjects are, to our
readers, the all-absorbing themes, must
be furnished.
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THE lectures on the Puritan Fathers,
though interesting and valuable,
especially to those well versed in the
details of English and American history, were not pre-eminently adapted
to meet the want and need of students.
Indeed, delivered, as they were, in the
church and to an audience made up
largely of the citizens of the town, we
could hardly expect them to be solely
for the benefit of the students. Looking forward into the world's activities
and expecting soon to have some part
in the solution of the questions of the
times, college students are in especial
need of lectures bearing on these living, practical subjects. The regular
college course can at best give little of
this kind of instruction.
While Mr.
Mead has given a deal of instruction
on a subject of vast importance and
pleased all that heard him by his natural, easy style and polished language ;
yet we believe that, with some other
subject for a part of the lectures at
least, better satisfaction would have
been produced on the part of the students.
1'IIOSE who frequent the readingroom know how painful a task it is
to read there for any length of time. We
have abundant reason to believe that
the magazines especially are read comparatively little.
Not seldom do we
find some of the best magazines with
the leaves un-cut after remaining in the
room a whole month.
Why? The
answer is plain. There is not a chair
whereon one may sit and read in comfort. The magazine articles are usually
long, and it is a wearisome task to read
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them while standing. We have known
persons to get an article half read, and,
tired of standing, to throw down the
magazine and leave the room in disgust.
Now we will not discuss the relative
merits of the magazine and daily newspaper, nor the relative benefits to be
derived from their reading. We would
not discourage the reading of either.
We are confident, however, that the
absence of chairs has gone far to form
the habit in the students of letting the
magazines alone and of reading almost
solely the newspapers, since in them
one can read all he ought to, at least,
without becoming leg-weary.
There are other improvements which
should be made and made at once.
There is money enough lying idle in
the treasury of the association, if
judiciously expended, to make our
room equal to any in the State. There
is no reason for longer delay. We
cannot afford to come short of our
possibilities in the matter of cultivating, while here, habits of reading, and
of reading something else than the
great reports of little events in the
daily newspapers.
'IT?HE subject of compulsory chapel
H is receiving considerable attention,
especially in the college press. The
sentiments of the Harvard students,
as expressed in their well-known petition, are fast becoming epidemic. The
hardship of being compelled to attend
morning prayers is" now, no doubt,
sorely afllicting many a poor student
who has plodded in and out of chapel
perhaps for years, unconscious all the
while of the grievance he was enduring.
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But now that he is aroused to the facts,
he is not slow to sound the war-cry
and assume the offensive against his
long-disguised foe.
Now we would not presume to discuss this matter as relating to Harvard.
The same discussion docs not equally
apply to Harvard and the smaller institutions. The conditions are different.
But as far as the smaller colleges are
concerned, our own for instance, we
are confident the present system is better than a system entirely optional.
"You cannot compel men to pray." it
is said. Very true. Neither can you
compel students to give to a lesson
their undivided attention. You can.
however, compel them to be present at
the recitation. No one, at least among
us, asks for option in this respect. No
one feels any compulsion. All go in
and out as a matter of course, willingly
and cheerfully. But make attendance
on recitations optional, and what would
be the effect? It can be clearly seen.
The faithful would be faithful still, but
the unfaithful, if such there be,—what
would become of them ?
The same reasoning applies, it seems
to us, to the chapel question. All, or
nearly all, attend under the old system,
unconscious of any grievance, if such
exists. Make attendance optional and
those interested in the service would
attend just the same ; the rest, we fear,
would spend the time far less honorably and profitably. For these a little
compulsion may, as we believe, be better than too much option.
Honor can be at stake only where
justice and benevolence are at stake.—
Charles Sumner.

1'fHE other evening, as we were busily
engaged upon our editorial work,
a classmate gave a loud rap at the door
of our—we wish we could say sanctum ; but alas! we can not—room.
We welcomed him gladly, yet were not
a little surprised when he announced
that he had come for the sole purpose
of making a call. Not that anything
like enmity has ever existed between
us, on the contrary we have always
been on the best of terms; but on account of a pressure of work so little
time has, of late, been given on either
side to sociability that what should
have been the most natural thing in
the world occasioned surprise, and
revealed to us our mistake in not
devoting more time to friendly calls
instead of burying ourselves eternally
in books. Let us strive to remember
that society has claims upon us, and
that these claims can not be neglected
with impunity.
;HY haven't we an association for
the practice of vocal music?
Since we entered college, two organizations, the band and orchestra, have
been formed for the promotion of instrumental music; and every student
feels a loyal pride in their success.
Now the cultivation of vocal music
would be less expensive, in both time
and money, than that of instrumental;
yet, previous to this term, there has not
been sufficient interest even to maintain
regular singing at prayers. The need
of such music is felt at almost every
public gathering of the students, and
especially on such occasious as the
coming entertainments for the benefit
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of the Base-Ball Association. With a
little development of the musical talent among us, such occasions might be
made distinctively collegiate, and not a
reproduction of some down-town affair.
In this way the attendance would be
increased, for a college song, sung by
college boys, has a charm that no
merely artistic rendering can give it.
-♦"♦-

LITERARY.
CHANGES.
BY A. C. T., '88.
In ancient days the heathen gods
Were rulers of creation ;
And from Olympus' many peaks
Made laws for every nation,

But now Olympus' summit stands
In lonely desolation ;
And they who ruled, now stoop to serve
The rising generation.
Old Neptune, god of sea and flood,
Who often wrecked the sailor,
Is prisoned in an iron cell,
And man is now his jailor.
And lie and Vulcan, yoked in twain,
Now toil without dissention
To draw our loads, and turn the wheels
Of every new invention.
*

And Helios now no more divine,
With easel and with hrushes,
Is toiling in a studio,
To paint a maiden's Mushes.
High-thundering Zeus, the king of gods,
Caught in a net of wires,
Is errand-boy and messenger,
And toils hut never tires.
No rest these toiling menials ask,
No recompense of wages,
Though duties double year by year,
Increasing with the ages.

The innocence of the intention abates
nothing of the mischief of the example.
—Robert Hall.

STATESMANSHIP OE HAMILTON AND JEEEEHSON.
BY

A. E. B., '80.

N tracing our two great political parties back to their origin, we find
them diverging more and more, till we
reach their sources, in two individuals,
Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson. The ideas of each of these men
were atone time unsparingly denounced
by the political friends of the other.
But the dust of early partisan strife
has been laid by the cool damp of time ;
and now the clock of American liberty
has measured out nearly one hundred
years, we can fittingly inquire which of
these men time has crowned as the
greater statesman.
After the war for independence was
over, the more serious fight for a government began. The Articles of Confederation had proved ropes of sand ;
an infant communism was nurtured in
every state; the poisonous breath of
despotism pervaded every city. Confusion silenced justice, and free America
trembled in bondage. In this condition of affairs, Hamilton believed the
people, inexperienced in government,
should not be fully trusted to direct affairs of state ; hence he favored a national government with sufficient coercive power to create and maintain
peace, order, and patriotism.
He
would have the posts of highest public
trust removed from the immediate control of the people. He would have the
President and Senators hold office during good behavior. He would establish a sound public credit. Jefferson
had full confidence in the impulses of
the popular heart; therefore he would
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give the people direct control of all pub- free institutions are the glorious results.
lic trusts. He would have the several The eyes of the civilized world are now
states reserve supreme power over do- fixed upon this American Republic as
mestic affairs. He believed the patriot- the model for civil government.
ism of the people would maintain politThe greatest statesmanship overical unity requisite to the national de- comes the greatest difficulties, estabfense. He opposed a national credit lishes the best government, and creates
system. Which of these leaders was the most enduring patriotism. Jefferright?
son was carried too far upon the tide
Man has ever yearned to be free. of individualism, forced over this counMany times when sparks of liberty try by the blasts of the French Revoluhave kindled into flame the passion for tion. He had few difficulties to overfreedom, oppressed people have burst come, for his system was popular with
the fetters of despots, only to find them- the masses. He relied in vain upon
selves re-enslaved by an ignorant and the patriotism of the people to maintain
unscrupulous democracy. Thus, for national unity. His plan of governages, mankind has been swaying like ment, popular at first, has failed to bear
a huge pendulum suspended from the the test of time. Hamilton, though he
clouds between absolute despotism and always advocated a conservative deextreme democracy ; the vibrations be- mocracy, leaned too far towards the
coming shorter and shorter, as the just British constitution.
He had a stern
laws of statesman are lixed in the opposition to overcome, but he trihearts of the people ; and this swaying umphed, and his constitution, somewhat
will cease at that golden mean where modified, is to-day the organic law of
every man shall yield to wisdom and a model Republic.
conscience.
Such clouds of calumny as for a time
Experience teaches us that the im- concealed the true grandeur of Hamilpulse of the popular heart is sometimes ton, had never before blackened the
wrong and that despots are seldom right. political horizon, but amid showers of
Therefore the impassioned sentiments scathing invective, he never swerved one
of the masses have been restrained and iota from the great purpose of his life—
the divine right of kings has been an- the welfare of his country.
nulled, not by a mob, not by a tyrant,
As the light of investigation dispels
but through the agency of statesman- the mist of scandal, we see more and
ship. Freedom will not be enjoyed by more of the true hero. He failed to
European communists till statesmen reach the masses ; they have been eduteach them what freedom is. The germ cated to reach him. He saw the danof all the real liberty we now enjoy gers of secession ; his countrymen have
sprang from the statesman's brain. He experienced them. He created a sound
planted it in the hearts of his country- public credit; the world enjoys its blessmen ; he guarded it with zealous care ; ings. Like Charlemagne, he brought
and an intelligent public opinion and our order out of confusion. He invented
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a system of government that lias proved
a terror to kings and a blessing to the
people. His statesmanship, like pure
gold, shines brighter after every test.
Already there are no uncertain indications that his system of government
will become universal.
When that
grand result shall have been attained,
the grateful nations will unite to erect
a monument to the memory of Alexander Hamilton, the author of Constitutional Republics—the greatest statesman of American History.
* ♦ ♦

HONOR.
While among honest people our good neighbors
name us,
Let us envy nobody; but cheerfully say,
Leave gold to gray misers, and fame to the
famous;
These last but a little, true honor for aye.
♦♦♦

WAS HAMLET MAD?
BY

D. C. W.,'85.

>HE question of the reality of Hamlet's madness has never been fully
settled, and probably never will be,
though it has been the subject of much
study by the best of critics. Many of
the highest medical authorities are of
the opinion that his madness was real,
or at least partly so. But in spite of
the many passages in the play, which,
it must be admitted, seem to indicate
the reality of his madness; and notwithstanding a rather serious preponderance of evidence from learned
scholars and critics in favor of this
theory, it is hard to think that Shakespeare intended for us to believe that
Hamlet was in reality out of his mind.
The play would lose half of its dignity
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aud meaning, if, instead of the expression of deep, inborn feelings, we are to
see in Hamlet's words only the wild
vagaries of a crafty madman. The
theory of real madness, though plausible, seems to spoil the play : that of
feigned madness, though more difficult
to accept, seems the only one which
will give to the immortal author the
full credit of his inspired genius.
It is, perhaps, useless to try to account for the apparent contradictions
in the play. Hardly have the sepulchral shades of the murdered king
betaken themselves to the nether world,
when Hamlet, the gentle, scholarly,
noble-minded son to whom he has imparted his secret and entrusted his
revenge, begins to wander in his speech,
and his whole bearing becomes that of
a madman. Has the unearthly visitor
driven his faculties from their seat,
and left him a hopeless lunatic; or is
this seeming . madness a part of the
new life and being that the words of
the ghost have called into existence
within him?
We can hardly conceive of a sane
man, of Hamlet's temperament, when
all alone with the new and startling
revelation he has had made to him, as
deliberately taking his tablets from his
pocket, and setting it down as something worthy of note, that he has found
out a man may,—at least in Denmark,—"smile and smile, and be a
villain." This seems far more like the
idle fancies of a lunatic, than the action
of a noble, intelligent mind in such
circumstances. So, too, his most remarkable "chafling" with the ghost,
where he addresses the unseen shades
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of his departed father by such undignified and disrespectful epithets as
"boy," "true-penny," "old mole,"
and so forth, seem scarcely to correspond with the reverent son we are |
accustomed to consider him.
It seems as though the only way of
accounting for these strange actions is
by supposing that even then, though
he had not fully formed his plan of
furthering his revenge by feigning madness, still he instinctively sees that
something must be " put on " to cover
up his real feelings ; and even while he
is alone with his thoughts, he begins,—
perhaps to try its effect,—his assumed
part, which later on develops into that
demeanor, which, " if it be madness
has method in it."
Another fact that does seem like an
additional proof of the reality of Hamlet's madness, is. that in the closet interview of Hamlet and his mother, the
ghost re-appears to Hamlet, not as before an objective ghost, seen by others :
but as a purely subjective one, invisible and inaudible to the queen, even
when her attention is called to it. But
we must remember that it is not out of
accord with the idea of mediaeval ghosts
that they may be seen and heard by
one person, while another can see and
hear nothing.
When all is said, these explanations
are at the best, very unsatisfactory.
Bat DO explanation has ever been ottered
which was not unsatisfactory ; and we
can hardly do better than to rely upon
one that, while settling the question as
well as can be hoped for, still in no
way detracts from the glory of the
noble genius that gave birth to his
undying drama.

WHAT THE OWL SAID.
BY

C. W. M., 77.

Four pleasant years in classic halls
For me were quickly sped,
Then far away from those loved scenes
My feet too soon were led.
But every month, as years passed hy,
The STUDENT came to hand,
And warm its welcome,—for it told
Of Alma Mater's hand.
One day it came, the wrapper quick
I tore and thrust aside,
" Ah ! what is this ? a stranger, sure,"
In wonderment I cried.
For strange devices were upon
The cover of the hook,
And to my wondering eyes it bore
An unfamiliar look.
A student, clad in cap and gown,
A telescope near hy,
With which his searching gaze might wrest
New wonders from the sky.
Near by the lamp of knowledge burned,
From out whose steady flame
There came a weird, out-reaching smoke,
Wide-spread, like student's fame.
High up one side there perched an owl,
With wise and knowing look,
As if to say, " you little know
The wisdom in this book."
And there, slant-wise across the page,
A strange procession came
Of straggling letters,—soon I read
The old familiar name.
Relieved, I looked within the hook,
And scanned the pages o'er,
And there found many well-known names
Of friends of days of yore.
" Learn wisdom," thus it seemed to me
The wise old owl might say,
" Dress maketh not the man, you'll find
As you pass down life's way.
" If strange and fanciful the garb
In which a man appears,
Learn first his heart,—if that be right
Then cast aside all fears."
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DISCOURAGEMENTS AND INCENTIVES OF POVERTY.
BY

;

A. S. T., '86.

YTHOLOGY tells us of a fountain sacred to the Muses, whose
inspiring waters were called forth by a
stroke from the foot of Pegasus. Like
the fabled origin of this fountain,
many of man's greatest blessings take
their rise from beneath the iron heel
of poverty. The most beautiful and
symmetrical characters, the keenest
and most comprehensive intellects, the
tenderest and most sympathetic hearts,
the most courageous indomitable spirits have been those of persons reared
to toil midst the dust and din of labor
and "on the verge of want." In the
laws that control the realm of inanimate nature, the same mysterious workings are observed. It seems to have
been ordained that everything grand
and beautiful iu nature should have
its birth in the convulsions of the
storm, the hurricane, or the earthquake.
It was only thus that the craggy rocks
and lofty mountains reared their majestic heads. The oak, that giant of
the forests, that has grappled with the
storms of a century, owes its strength
and grandeur to the hurricanes that
have surged through its branches,
threatening its destruction.
Applied to the laws of human nature, this seems hard to comprehend.
To say, "Welcome, Poverty, thy hand
is hard and cold, but it is the hand of
a friend," requires a faith that few
possess. Y'et as a fact, as a matter of
experience, and as a teaching of history,
this is unquestionable. When Abraham
Lincoln was candidate for President of
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the United States, the public demanded
a history of his life, and when he was
approached to help furnish the materials from which it should be written,
he replied, "Alas! the story of my
life is summed up in this single line
from Gray,
' The short and simple annals of the poor.' "
The same might be applied to the early
history of nearly all of the world's
great benefactors. Coming from "the
straw-thatched cottages of Europe,"
from the log-cabins of America, they
were reared in the lap of poverty, they
drank from the bitter cup of want,
they ate the unpalatable, but wholesome bread of destitution. Necessity
was their master;
Indigence their
mother. The very things that might
be expected to crush and discourage,
stung their sensitive natures to the
quick and goaded them on to conquest
and success.
The very obstacles in
their path became the stepping-stones
by which they rose. We often hear it
remarked of a man who has gained a
local reputation, or who has risen to
the heights of popular esteem, " He is
a self-made man." Over all the obstacles that poverty could throw in his
way, he has marched triumphant. But
this, I think, is said from a mistaken
idea of poverty. If a young man is
compelled to start in life amid lowly
and disheartening circumstances, instead of complaining at his lot, he
should be reconciled and thank God
that his youth was not cradled in the
lap of luxury,—that he has not got to
contend against the enervating influences and the thousand allurements of
wealth, to overcome which often re-
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quires more strength and courage than
to surmount the barriers that poverty
presents. Aye, he should thank God,
for " wealth and position are generally
the enemies of genius, and the destroyers of talent." Few, ah, very
few ! born to these, become great in
spite of them.
The allurements to
pleasure, the brilliant but ephemeral
objects that wealth presents to the
elastic imagination of youth, dazzle
the vision, intoxicate the senses, and
lead captive the soul. Often the reverse of fortune has developed him
that suffered it into a noble character,
and given the world a great benefactor.
The misfortunes that overtook the
family of Shakespeare, stung the rollicking yet sensitive Will and drove
him from home to retrieve their loss
and make the name of Shakespeare
" A name for the whole world to swear
by and not for the little town of Stratford to swear at." Innumerable other
examples we might mention to show,
that as darkness is necessary to display
the presence of the eternal stars in the
heavens, so the dark frown of the
fickle goddess of fortune, is necessary
to display the presence of genius and
greatness in man.
But it may be said, this is but a onesided view of poverty, and that no
mention has been made of the discouragements that poverty sends to blight
the hopes and blast the lives of so
many. We shall not attempt to deny
that poverty may not sometimes shut
up a man to a narrow sphere of usefulness, aye, perhaps deprive the world
of a great man ; but this must be the
exception, not the rule. As a general

statement, I would say that he who
caunot feel his will strengthened under
the severe discipline of poverty, and
feel his courage rise with every new
obstacle that stern necessity has placed
in his way, would not, under the most
favorable circumstances, develop into
a man of great usefulness to the world.
This is the crucial test of character
and stamina. We have seen enough
to assure us that the best qualities of
man are brought out and tested by
privation and suffering.
The hardships, the severe conditions of such a
life, are God's strengthening and relining forces. The principles that pervade the physical and moral universe
are the same. The law of the mountain, the law of the forest tree, the law
of metallic ores is the law of character.
And though some trees be broken by
the storms, though some gold be lpst
in the refining, though some characters
suffer from the test, yet the law is from
God and for the universal good.
♦ ♦ ♦

THE BENEFITS OF TRAVEL.
IN every intelligent mind there is a
craving for travel. This craving is
natural and worthy of gratification.
Not that a roving spirit is a sign of intelligence. By no means; for the insane, as a rule, are peripatetic. But
surety no one will deny that whoever,
having no desire to be elsewhere, is
always at home, is not in a healthful
state of mind.
I forbear to rehearse the story of the
leaping brook and the stagnant pool.
Health is a rosy traveling companion ;
disease, an unlovely guest. Closely
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allied to health is pleasure, for it is an Castle Garden as they come crowding
undisputed fact that the effect of mood- down the gang-board, and listen to
iness and melancholy, not only upon their outlandish exclamations of dethe mind but even upon the body, is light. They, in their turn, have dishighly pernicious. It is true that steam covered America; and it is a grander
has taken some of the sentiment from discovery than that of Columbus, for
travel; but what man setting out on a since he sailed the blue seas, the New
long journey or sea voyage has ever World has been made to blossom under
1
bewailed his loss? In the summer of the hand of civilization, and has been
1883 a lady and gentleman, not eon- j rendered sacred by the noble heroes
tent with driving, attempted to ride ! that here have lived and died. I will
from Mt. Desert to their home on the not speak of the facilities of modern
Hudson ; but even before they had ) conveyance, yet if Jason or Columbus
crossed the State line, invoking bless- were restored to us but for one day,
ings upon the spirit of modern inven- would we not with pride point him to
tion, they gladly disposed of their our ocean steamers?
In meeting and parting with pleashorses, and returned to the cosy, prosy
Pullman car. which even the fastidious ant people, whom in all probability
Oscar Wilde, in his lecture on " Per- we shall never see again, lies the
sonal Impressions of America," calls chief sentiment of travel. But no
small part of the traveler's pleasure is
the perfection of luxury.
Some persons give an apparently in- in the acquisition of knowledge. No
voluntary groan whenever they hear pursuit is more honorable, no pleasure
the word "stage-coach," simply be- more delightful. Without knowledge
cause other people do. They should thus gained much originality is lost.
be actors, for they can " laugh by preOne of the first things obtained by
traveling
is the idea of distance. A
cept, and shed tears by rule."
A few autumns ago, had you found few days ago, a railway conductor
occasion to make the journey between playfully asked an old lady who entwo of the cities of eastern Maine, you tered his train a few stations out from
would have been drawn along by four Portland, if she were going clear
high-spirited, snow-white horses, at a through. With a profound and truly
rate not at all likely to remind you of impressive nod the little, gray-haired
Sunday, over a way that windingly al- grandmother replied, "Clear through
lured among lofty hills encircled to to Portland."
Lord Bacon, when he says that travel
their very summits by forest draperies
as gorgeous as Joseph's coat of many to the young is a part of education, and
colors. To-day making the journey to the old a part of experience, does
by rail, you catch but a glimpse of this not advance the absurd idea, so often
seen in print, that all a college graduate
delightful region.
Even for the illiterate emigrants needs to complete his education is to
there is poetry in travel. Go, stand in go abroad. It is Emerson, I believe,
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that calls traveling a fool's paradise.
If this is true, even a fool is less a
fool for not always staying at home.
If one does not find anything beautiful or sublime in his native town, he
will not in the whole world, for it is
made up of just such towns.
Americans go pleasuring from Plymouth Rock to the Golden Gate without note-books ; but as soon as they
set foot upon a foreign shore, they
deem their trivial experiences noteworthy. Why is this? Do they not
appreciate their own country? or is the
Union so small that they find nothing
new within its borders?
Hooks of travel are of great value,
but by no means should they be considered as a substitute. Traveling by
proxy is, like dancing by proxy, rather
dull.
In this brief essay no attempt is
made to completely catalogue the benefits derived from travel. Among the
most important is contentment. If we
compare our lot with that of thousands
in our larger cities, 1 do not think,
when the luxuries of wealth arc denied,
that we shall find it in our hearts lo
complain. Is it not indeed pitiable to
see innocent children living amid the
debasing influences of crime and filth,
like precious flower germs strewn by
the fateful winds in sunless caves? Let
those whose childhood has been passed
amid the fairest scenes of the great Artist and under a Christian mother's eye,
be slow to censure and quick to aid.
This is a land of political aspirants.
Are they fitting themselves to become
wise law-makers? But first, who are
our wisest legislators ? Those who have

the best knowledge of the social wants
of the people and the natural resources
of the country. Since questions are
constantly arising that have never been
in ink-stands, they cannot rely on
books.
Seeing, they must perceive.
Then our laws will be just, and our
country prosperous.
•-+-•

OBITUARY.
We arc pained to record the death,
on February 21, 188<i, of Mrs. Nancy
S. Cheney, wife of President Cheney,
of our college. She was stricken with
paralysis, February 11th, and though
at times she showed some sign of recognition of friends, and of pleasure in
hearing readings of familiar Scripture,
she was unable to speak, and only partially conscious, during the whole week
previous to her decease. She was born
in New Hampton, N. H., November 6,
1812, the eldest daughter of Rev.
Thomas Perkins, who for sixty years
was a preacher of the gospel in that
town and vicinity, and was a man
noted and beloved for his integrity,
his piety, and his faithfulness.
His eldest daughter inherited many
of his characteristics, a strong and active mind, a sunny and devout disposition, love of truth, righteousness, and
humanity, and a hearty dislike of all
shams and pretences. To this goodly
heritage, she had added most careful
culture and earnest personal faith, and
showed a character strong, independent,
refined, and fully rounded to the measure of true womanliness.
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Though her opportunities for study
in her youth were very limited us compared with those of our time, she nevertheless acquired a thorough education,
and became, quite early in life, a teacher
in schools of the highest grade in her
native State, and achieved in the profession marked success.
She was a woman of remarkable good
sense, and good judgment, kind of heart
in the highest degree, faithful and true
in her friendships, and helpful to every
needy soul within her influence. She
was a true helpmeet to her husband in
all the manifold work of his life, for
the building up of education and religion. And especially was she interested
in the great work of establishing the
college whose growth she had watched
for twenty-five years, and whose welfare, in every direction, was very near
her heart.
And her interest in the college was
not a mere general interest, but she
cared for every student, and wished to
be personally acquainted with each one,
and to be in some way helpful. The
state of her health in later years has
hindered these activities ; but the earlier graduates bear them tenderly in
mind.
It was therefore especially fitting that
the 'students in a body, should attend
her funeral and perform escort duty,
as the sad procession moved to Riverside Cemetery, for every one felt, that
not only had the college lost an ardent
supporter, but every member of its
classes a true and sympathizing friend.
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IN MEMORIAM.
GEORGE EDGAR LOWDEN.
George Edgar Lowden was born at
Cornwallis, N. S., March !>, 18o4, and
died at Mechanic Falls, February
17, 188G.
He was the son of a mother eminent
for piety. Among his earliest recollections was the form of that mother
upon bended knees pouring out her
heart in his behalf.
While George
was but thirteen years of age she suddenly died, and the children were separated. During the next three years
he experienced the hard side of life.
Possessed of tender sensibilities and a
keen sensitiveness, he felt the more
acutely the rude thrusts of the world.
In the fall of 1873 he became a student in Nichols Latin School, Lewiston, Me. During this year he publicly
professed faith in Christ, aud early in
the following year was baptized by Dr.
P.owen and received as a member of
Main Street Free Baptist Church.
Thinking to gain time he went to
Freeport, where his brother, Rev. J.
M. Lowden, was then supplying, and
studied for about a year under the instruction of Rev. John Buliinch. When
nearly prepared for college he broke
down from too intense application.
From this severe mental exertion he
never fully recovered. After a rest of
seven months he went to Halifax and
resumed study in Dalhousi College,
where, under Prof. DeMill, he enjoyed
superior advantages in Rhetoric and
History.
In the fall of 1877 he entered the
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Freshman class of Bates College. In Me.. St. Johnsbury, Vt., and Beaver
college he was an earnest student, but River, N. S. He decided to go to
was never one who studied for mere Iloulton, after a short rest at Ocean
standing.
A large part of his lime Park. Arrived at his field of labor, he
was given to reading and meditation. found that the spiritual state of the
Few young men were so conversant church was low, while burdens and
with English and American authors as i trouble were heaped upon him; but
was he.
with zeal characteristic of the man he
"College boy" is a common expres- at once plunged into the most earnest
sion. Low'den was a college man. He labor for the salvation of his people.
entered college with the thoughts and Again his strength proved inadequate
feelings of a man.
He was also a ' to the task hut his earnestness of purChristian, and the ideas peculiar to a pose sustained him. Often at the last
college life were never suffered to blind i stroke of the bell calling to the mornhis sense of justice.
He never in- ing service he arose from his couch,
truded his ideas, but when the time and taking the few steps necessary to
came to speak he bad an opinion and reach the church, stood in his place
expressed it with a clearness and force and like one inspired proclaimed the
that commanded attention and assured truth of his Master.
conviction. Though never seeking for
During this winter, though compelled
popularity he was the most popular to take long drives exposed to storm
man of his class.
He was sympa- and wind, he was absent from his
thetic, helpful, reliable.
pulpit hut twice. As a result of his
He graduated in the class of '81. labor the congregation was more than
Having taken good rank in all depart- doubled, the Sabbath School was built
ments, while in vigor and strength of up, and many were received into the
thought, and in the clearness and force church.
He raised money for, and
of its expression be was second to procured a hell, insured the church edinone.
fice, and brought about a time of prosDuring the summer vacation lie perity for church and people. Becompreached in Providence, B. I., and in ing satislied that he could not longthe fall entered Bates Theological Sem- endure the climate of Iloulton, by the
inary.
Here he spent two years in advice of his physician he gave up his
study doing most of the work in the work there. But the people had beprescribed course, and at the same come so attached to him that they
time preaching nearly every Sabbath.
could not bear the thought of a sepaHe was married May 24, 188;!, to ration, and not until after he had
Miss Adelaide Florence Archibald, of leached Ocean Park did he announce
Mechanic Falls. In June of the same his final decision. The following sumyear he was ordained at Richmond, mer and fall months were spent at
Me. At the time of his marriage he Portland, Ocean Park, and Mchanic
had calls to three churches—Iloulton, Falls.
Relieved in a measure from
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pastoral work he became much imHe never recovered from the effects
proved in health.
of the fever, but continued to fail gradIn November, 1884, be received a | ually. Thinking a change of climate
call from an independent church in might be beneficial, he visited his old
The passage
Philadelphia. The Sabbath School in home in Nova Scotia.
connection with this church at that time was most unfavorable. He took annumbered over eleven hundred. He at other severe cold, and during the month
once saw that the field was too vast to of May he at times suffered severely;
be entered with his impaired health, but never lost courage and was always
and reluctantly declined.
patient. During August he failed rapAgain at the urgent request of the idly, and about the middle of Sepchurch he visited Philadelphia, and re- tember he returned to Portland where
maining a few weeks he baptized and he remained until the death of his only
received nine converts into the church. child, December 29th.
He there contracted a severe cold and
His last days were spent at his wife's
the Sabbath before Xmas was so nearly home at Mechanic Falls. His never
prostrated that, while in the pulpit, he varying courage, his remarkable pabecame entirely unconscious. Realiz- tience through all his suffering, his
ing that he could not undertake the delight in meditating upon the " deep
work of so large an interest, he at once tilings of God," in preparing sermons
so informed the committee. Unwilling for future usefulness characterized his
even then to give up all work, he wrote whole sickness.
His intense lonoinir
to the church at Bath, Me., accepting to preach again amounted to almost an
a call which he had just received. agony, and he felt the need until the
Xmas day he was taken so ill that his last. He was always cheerful even in
friends became alarmed. A physician distress. Once while he was suffering
was at once called who said that he had very much, his wife said to him,
been for at least a week suffering with "George, life is all it's worth to live
malarial fever with all the symptoms of it." A bright smile for a moment
typhoid.
Hashed across his face as he replied,
Upon recovering partially from the " It would he if this were all, but it
fever, the church at Philadelphia, as isn't." At the last he was entirely
an inducement for him to remain, pro- reconciled to give up his life-work that
posed to advance his salary to fifteen had been the one dear aim through
hundred dollars, give him a month's years of toil and struggle, but there
rest paying all expenses, also to engage were many pangs first. He often said
an assistant to do the pastoral work, to his wife, "If we only realized the
and only upon the testimony of his value of one soul, just one." Among
physician that it would be impossihle | his last words were those fitly chosen
for him to so far recover as to under- by Prof. Hayes as a text for the funtake so great a work, would they re- eral service: "I am the resurrection
lease him.
and the life: he that believeth in me,
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though he were dead, yet shall he live :
and whosoever liveth and helieveth in
me shall never die."
J. II. \\

COMMUNICATIONS.
To the. Editors of the Student:

Your correspondent lias had the
pleasure of attending, as one of the
delegates from Bates, the annual convention of the College Young Men's
Christian Associations of New En<>-land. The- convention met this year
at Providence with the Brown University boys. The weather was merciless.
In this respect Providence failed to
sustain her excellent reputation. It
was cold enough to freeze your servant's ear the first thing, hut the worst
of it was the pitiless wind, an overthrower of high chimneys.
But the
weather did not keep us from enjoying
the occasion through and through.
Immediately after our arrival in the
city, having been assigned our places
of entertainment, one of the Brown
boys kindly showed us about the buildings.
They have more than ample
room. The building that pleased us
most was the library. There is a large
collection in a commodious and elegant
building.
The new Sales memorial
hall is a splendid structure, but by
reason of its bad acoustic properties
almost worthless for public speaking.
We are sorry for the Brown boys in
that, as yet, they have no gymnasium.
Friday evening the meetings began
with a students' prayer-meeting, after
which addresses of welcome were de-

livered by the President of the Brown
Y. M. C. A., and by Dr. Robinson,
President of the University. The inspiring thought of Dr. Robinson's address was Christian scholarship, doing
whatever we do to the glory of God,
and the very best we can. After these
came an address on the intercollegiate
Y. M. C. A. movement, by Mr. Wishard, the international college Y. M. C.
A. Secretary. He gave a very little
of the history of the movement, and
delineated its objects. The enterprise
has spread clear around the world, and
reached not only the colleges of Christendom but even those of heathen
lands to which missionaries have penetrated. The forenoon and afternoon
of the next day, Saturday, were devoted to papers by delegates, and discussions of the methods by which we
in the college Y. M. C. A. can bring
about the most possible good. Amonc
other subjects the missionary meeting,
and the Bible training class received
special attention, and the possibilities
for good in them were emphasized.
Attention was called to the great importance of the field opening before
young men who go out as medical
missionaries.
During the discussion of the missionary meeting Dr. J. L. Phillips,
recently returned from mission work in
India, was called upon and talked to
us out of his heart, for a few minutes.
At the beginning of the discussion of
the Bible training class, Dr. A. J.
Gordon, of Boston, addressed the convention on " The Use of the Word for
the Unconverted." He said: "The
word of God and the man of God are
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the two agencies by which the world is
to be won to the Lord." He showed
that either alone must fail. Moreover,
the Spirit must be in the man of God
in order for him to use well the word
of God, and the Spirit is in the word.
It not only was, but is, inspired. He
showed by illustrations the marvelous
power in a single passage of God's
word, and added that in twenty years'
experience as a pastor he had never
known of a conversion that was not
directly traceable to some single passage.
The object of these Bible classes is
different from that of the more ordinary
kinds. It is not to learn merely about
" the sword of the spirit" but to learn to
use it, in direct intercourse with the
unconverted. In some colleges there
are more than a hundred, working in
groups of about six, pursuing a regular course of this kind of training.
The convention ended Sunday evening, having been exceedingly profitable,
and inspiring withal. And the hundred
and thirty delegates separated to their
different colleges feeling that they were
a part of a grand enterprise.
On our way homeward we stopped
in Boston and heard the Monday noon
lecture by Joseph Cook. What a great
and good influence must that large,
sound man exert; addressing thus, in
person, week after week, such audiences, drawn from almost all classes
of men, upon the vital issues of the
day, and the all-important questions
concerning our relationship with God ;—
the very subjects on which people
need to be educated in order to iusure
the stability and prosperity of our re-
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public.
Joseph Cook's theological
lectures need reading. It seems rather
difficult for the ordinary mind to take
them in thoroughly by simply hearing
them.
As we approached home we heard
rumors of snow-banks and blockaded
trains, and for the first time in several
days ourselves saw the ground covered
with its white Maine muffler.

HARPER'S FERRY.
To the Editors of the Student :

Nearly twenty-seven years ago the
throbbing heart of the nation was electrified by the fearful and exciting announcement that the United States
Arsenal at Harper's Ferry had been
seized by insurrectionists. The hero,
Captain John Brown, had struck the
blow that was to shake the slave system
to its foundation. The facts relative
to the procedure are too well known to
require mention in this article.
Harper's Ferry is situated in West
Virginia, at the confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers, at a point
directly opposite a deep gorge through
which pass the united streams on their
way to the ocean, on either side of
which is beautiful mountainous scenery.
The bare precipitous cliffs with their
lofty peaks exhibit some of the finest
and most imposing natural scenery in
this country, surpassed by none except,
perhaps, the scenery on the Hudson.
The ridge on the Virginia side is of
special interest as being the place from
which Col. Miles, with 1:5,000 men,
made a disgraceful surrender.
Old
forts, now the habitation of birds and
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wild goats, that love to haunt them, are
the only landmarks that remain.
The town is distant from Washington
City, by rail, fifty-two miles. Here the
B. & O. railroad trains cross an ironlatticed bridge, some nine or ten hundred feet in length and continue along
the water edge for some distance on a
trestle work thirty or forty feet above
the river. Just below, on the other side
the track, can be seen the gate, iron railings, the old engine house, occupied by
John Brown as a fortification during
his great heoric struggle at this place,
now known as "Brown's Fort," and
the dilapidated walls of the Arsenal
building with its great chimney towering high above them.
Among other things of historic interest that remain to be seen is Jefferson's
Rock, so called because Thomas Jefferson is said to have delivered a speech
from it. Following the B. & (), railroad about two and a half miles above
this place we come to a cave known as
Brown's Cave, so named because at one
time occupied by Brown and his men
as a place of refuge. On the elevated
ground above the ferry, known as Camp
Hill, are located certain buildings formerly owned by the government,now the
property of Stover College. Jefferson
is quoted as saying that " A view from
this hill is worth a trip across the
Atlantic."
It is fitting that a place so picturesque, so admirably fortified by nature
and of such marked historical interest,
should add to these characteristics,
that of being one of the chief educational centers of the South.
W. A. M., '86.

LOCALS.
Herein our secret sentiments are publicly pronounced:
We've got a little list, we've got a little list
Of collegiate offenders who surely might be
bounced,
Who never would be missed, who never
would he missed.
There's the noisy ignoramus who through the
college halls
At midnight's solemn hour rolls the bowling
alley halls,
And there's the man of music who thinks that
he can sing
"Titwillow" to perfection while dejection is
the thing,
And there's the fellow tony who after ten-cent
shows
Trots out his ancient pony and drops into a
doze.
They'd none of 'em be missed, they'd none
of 'em he missed.
And there's the dilatory one, in all things out
of date
Who at each recitation invariably is late,
And the wise, world-weary fellow, a solemn,
traveled lad
Who informs you with a first-class sigh that
wisdom makes one sad,
And there's the lecture-goer who always falls
asleep
And next day says he doesn't think the speaker very deep
They'd none of 'em be missed, they'd none
of 'em be missed.

Guitars are popular with the Seniors.
The Gym. is a lively place after dinner.
Washington's birthday was observed
at Bates.
" Jesse " favors a Young Ladies' Y.
M. C. A.
The crows have come, beautiful harbingers of spring.
City Small Hall was filled to overflowing on the occasion of the concert
by the Ladies' Orchestra of Portland,
under the auspices of the Lewiston Y.
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M. C. A. Quite a number of the students attended, and they speak in the
highest terms of the performance.
Some new balls have been procured
for the howling alley, but not for rolling
down the stairs of Parker Hall.

\

It is not strange that B— and C—
have "a grinning acquaintance." If
it were A— and Z— there might be
cause for wonder.
February 27th was observed as a day
of prayer. Sermon in the afternoon by
Rev. G. M. Howe, of Pine Street Congregational Church. Prayer-meetings
morning and evening.
Afternoon recitations were omitted
on the 19th of February because of
the funeral of Mr. Louden. The students of the College and Theological
School attended in a body.
Nothing equaled the perseverance
of our instructors in getting to recitations during the recent storm, unless it
was that of the students in getting to
supper.
The attempt to warm the upper chapel
on the day of prayer was a failure.
The heat from the furnace produced
about as much effect on the room as
the vibrations from a brass band would
on the North Frigid Zone.
College boys have been distinguishing themselves as rescuers of the unfortunate. A party of them shoveled
out a hack in front of President
Cheney's house, and soon after a Junior and Sophomore were seen vying for
the honor of rescuiug a young lady
from the drift near Parker Hall.
One evening a gallant Senior sallied
forth on a visit to his fair one. He
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struggled bravely with the elements,
but had accomplished scarcely half the
distance when, becoming blinded by the
snow, he wandered from the path and
ignoininiously stuck until rescued by a
passer-by. Ploughing through the remaining drifts, he at last reached his
destination, but in so exhausted a condition that, after rendering "I am tired
now and sleepy too," without variations,
he sought the protection of Morpheus.
The Juniors attended the funeral of
Frank Grice, a former member of '87.
The services were held at his home in
this city, and among the floral tributes
was a wreath presented by the class.
Mr. Grice was with us only a short
time, yet he had many warm friends in
the class especially among those who
had known him during his connection
with the Latin School.
The Freshmen have elected the following class officers : President, C. J.
Emerson ; Vice-President, Miss E. I.
Chipmau ; Secretary and Treasurer, H.
W. Small; Chaplain. H. S. Worthley;
Historian, Miss M. S. Little; Orator,
J. F. Hilton; Poet, A. E. Hatch;
Prophetess, Miss L. E. Plumstead;
Marshal, W. T. Guptill; Executive
Committee, W. R. Miller, H. W. Smith,
Miss Josie G. Sandford; Base-Hall
Committee, G. W. Hayes, A. B. Call,
E. L. Stevens.
Notwithstanding the severity of the
weather, the funeral of Mrs. Cheney
was attended by a large number of
friends. The services were conducted
by Rev. Mr. Gate; singing by the
choir of the Main Street Free Baptist
church. The bearers were as follows :
Daniel Holland, J. Y. Scruton, A. M.
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Jones, Nelson Howard, John James,
Addison Small, A. 1$. Nealey, and J.
C. White. Dr. Cheney is very grateful to the students for their sympathy
and presence at the funeral.
Think what a market there must be
for vernal poems on the planet Neptune,
where they have over forty solar years
of " gentle spring " at a time.
Band oflieers for the year to come are
as follows : President, C. S. Pendleton ;
Vice-President, F. W. Chase; Secretary and Treasurer, W. C. Puck:
Leader, F. W. Chase ; Executive Committee, C. S.#Pendleton, G. F. Habb,
J. F. Hilton. '
One of the Juniors, whose bump of
observation is remarkably well developed, noticed a yellowish appearance
in the face of a classmate. Promptly
diagnosing the difficulty :is a case of
jaundice, he rushed home, armed himself with a liberal supply of Aconitum,
Tincture of Rhubarb, Nux Yomica, and
Podophyllum. and returned to the relief of his suffering friend ; but only to
liud that a dose of Androscoggin had
proved as effectual on these stains from
a scarf, as did the waters of Jordan on
Naaman's leprosy. The last piece of
advice given the patient was that he
hereafter wipe his lovely countenance
with a mop.
" Every man to his place ! "
Out rang the thrilling cry,
And black the storm-clouds swept apace,
And lightnings flashed on high.
And as into his place
Each stopped with kingly tread,
Before the blast with a sea-hird's grace
Our gallant frigate sped.
—I. J., '87, in Youth's Companion.

PERSONALS.
ALUMNI.

'70.—E. A. Nash has just been
elected a member of the Lewiston City
Council.
'72.—E. F. Nason, for years teacher
of languages at Lyndon Institute, is
now residing in Augusta by reason of
impaired health.
'73.—A. C. Libby, who is in business as a Civil Engineer, with headquarters at Minneapolis, has recently
visited his father in this city.
'74.—Rev. C. S. Frost, who has been
the pastor of a Free Baptist church at
Pawtucket, R. I., has accepted a call to
Somerville, Mass.
'77.—G. A. Stuart lias become
principal of the Gardiner High School.
'7!'.—R. F. Joboonett has entered
the Theological School at Cambridge.
'7'.'.—L. M. Perkins has entered into
a business engagement witli a prominent house in New Bedford.
'81.—Reuel Robinson has become
principal of Anson Academy.
'81.—Or. L. Record has married
Miss llanscom of Auburn.
'82.—J. F. Merrill has gone to
Minneapolis to open a law office.
'8:5.—11. H. Tucker has made a business engagement with D. Lothrop &

Co.

THEOLOGICAL.

'8G.—R. L. Duston has accepted a
call to Buxton Center.
'87.—W. N. Goodwin has supplied
occasionally at Bean's Corner.
'88.—M. P. Tobey has returned from
his school at Kittery.
G. B. Hopkins supplies regularly at
West Falmouth.
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E. R. Cbadwiok has preached at
Pishou's Ferry.

EXCHANGES.

STUDENTS.

The Southern Collegian is creditable
to those whom it represents. Its pages
are well filled with matter of more
than common merit.
The story of
"Junius," though perhaps a little long
for a college paper, is told in a clear
and simple style, and maintains the interest throughout. The poetry, although it consists wholly of translations from the Latin and German,
affords a pleasing contrast to the
love poems so common with many college journals. " Patience" is the title
of the poem of which the following is
the opening stanza:
A silent angel journeys

There has been considerable sickness
among the students ; Hadley, '86, and
Sandford, '86, have been very ill, but
are convalescing; Miss Rhodes, '87,
and Miss Richmond, '87, who were
unable to attend recitations for some
days are again with their class.
J. W. Flanders, '86, and E. C.
Hayes, '87, represented this college
at the Y. M. C. A. Convention at
Providence.
'87.—L. G. Roberts has been suddenly called home by the illness of his
mother.
'87.—E. W. Whitcomb is flogging
an unruly school into submission at
Raugeley, Me.
'87.—E. I. Sawyer has gone home
on account of the illness of his parents.
'87.—This class laments the death
of one of its former members, Mr.
Frank Grice of this city.
'88.—W. N. Thompson has left his
class with the view of entering the
medical profession.
'88.—H. W. Hopkins is the Lewiston reporter for the Portland Daily
Press.
'89.— E. F. Blanchard of Hillsdale
College is here taking the Freshman
studies.
'89.—E. J. Small, who has been
traveling in the South this winter,
stopped at Washington a few days.
To read, to think, to love, to hope,
to pray,—these are the things that
make men happy.—Raskin.

All through this land of woe,
Whom to comfort and console us,
The Lord hath sent below.
His look brings peace to all men,
Is gracious, mild, and pure,
Oil! e'er ohey that angel,
Who hids thee to endure.

The North Western is to be commended for its disposition, in the last
number, to deal with live topics. The
essay on "Socialism" is especially
sensible. The author of "Handicrafts
in Public Schools," however, fails, it
seems to us, to maintain the position
there taken, that manual training has
no place in the public school. The author tells us " the greatest objection
brought against the introduction of
manual training is the lack of time,"
and goes on to illustrate in this manner :
" In our city school's the average time
per day is from four and a half to five
hours. Fifteen minutes is the ordinary
length of a recitation, and fifteen pupils
are quite a small class. There is thus
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only one minute apiece for reading,
spelling, numbers, etc." Now it is evident that there can be no such appropriating of the time as this. On the
contrary the whole time, however long
or short, belongs to each scholar, and if,
as this writer seems to imply, it is not
profitably employed by each, then so
much the more reason for manual training or something else to interest them.
The following also gives a mistaken
idea of the import of industrial training : " The tendency of the day is to
specialize too much ; the foundation
should be broad, else the lofty structure of the specialist will totter. Shall
we begin to make specialists of ten
year old children ? " We would answer
this question with an emphatic No. To
do this, moreover, is very far from the
purpose of industrial training. Its purpose is rather to broaden by its own
width, the foundation already laid in
the common school.
The question of compulsory chapel
is discussed pro and con in the Harvard
Advocate by Edward Everett Hale and
Wendell P. Garrison. Mr. Hale, taking the chapel side of the question, says
the most pertinent things we have yet
seen upon the subject. The following
is an extract:
•• Harvard College is still a college.
Some people are sorry it is. But it is,
and it is likely to remain such. That is,
it is not a place where people study
separately. It is a place where they
are ' collected ' to study, Such a collection, col-legium,— society,—may give
great diversity of instruction. It may
offer great freedom in the, choice of
studies. But on one point it offers no
freedom. When a man is found to be
dishonest, impure, or a sneak, or a

knave, he is dismissed. If he cheat in an
examination, we do not want him. We
will not have him. We do not merely
suspend him ; we send him away.
" If a man kept a Faro Bank in IIollis, we should send him away.
" If a man stole five dollars from a
classmate, we would send him away.
"And we have never pretended to
leave the lads who come to us to the
' light of nature ' in this business, or
to leave them where they were when
they came to us, to take such chances
as might follow from the temptations
of four years. We grant great freedom in the choice of study. But we do
not mean to have any Senior, at the end
of four years, or three, say to us, that
since he entered college no one ever
told him that there was a distinction
between Bight and Wrong. If, after
three years, he proves to be a forger,
a liar, an adulterer, or a thief, he shall
not say that we never told him he was
in the wrong. He shall not say that he
had some prejudices on such matters
when he entered college, but that was
when he was a boy and no one had
called his attention to such subjects
since.
"We do call his attention to such
subjects.
"We mean that the distinction between Bight and Wrong shall be clear
to him.
"We mean that moral instruction,
or at least, information as to morals,
shall be given to all the members of
our society."
Every road that leads to a throne is
delightful, were it bristling with thorns ;
every road that leads to a precipice is
frightful, were it covered with roses.—
Fi'iti'loii.

Student (after examination, to professor)—" What rank do you give me,
professor?" Professor—" I have put
you down as captain of cavalry. You
seem to ride a horse better than the others."— Ex.
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COLLEGE WORLD.
:
A movement is on foot to start a
society, composed of instructors and
students, for the purpose of discussing
scientific subjects.—A course of six
lectures on English Literature are being
given at Bowdoin.
BOWDOIN

\

HARVARD:

A second volume of verses selected
from the Advocate is soon to be issued.
—The Advocate has just completed its
twentieth year, having had one hundred and sixty-eight editors.—Sixteen
papers have been published at Harvard.
—A petition for voluntary attendance
at chapel is soon to be presented to the
governing body of the university.
TUFTS

:

The number of professors has increased during the last eighteen years
from seven to seventeen.—The college
contains 134 students, including 26
students of divinity, against ;"»6 in 18G8.
—The scholarships number 33 and the
prizes 22.—Tuition is $100 against $35
in 1868.
:
Senator Evarts is among the lecturers for the winter.—Will Carleton recently gave a lecture in rhyme on the
"Science of Home."—Reports from
1,156 out of the 1,331 students in the
university, give 730 professing Christians.
UNIVERSITY O» MICHIGAN

:
" Julius Caesar " will be presented by
the students about the first of May.—
The Rollins Prize of $100 for excellence
in declamation, terminated by the death
of Hon. E. A. Rollins, has been conDARTMOUTH
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tinued by ex-Senator E. H. Rollins.—
The Handel Society offers a prize of
925 to alumni and students for the best
Dartmouth college song.
:
During the last eleven years Yale
has graduated 916 free traders and 30
protectionists.—Ex.
The base-ball nine of Brown University will start on a southern trip March
28th.
All four classes of Princeton have
passed resolutions against hazing.
MISCELLANEOUS

LITERARY NOTES.
The Atlantic for March opens with a
story entitled "A Brother to Dragons."
Though it is published anon3'mously,
Mr. Aldrich is generally understood to
be its author. Dr. Hedge discusses the
classic style and modern romanticism.
Justin Winsor has a paper on "Americana" ; Henry Van Brunt an article
on architecture. There are also two
memorial papers, one on Dr. Mulford
by Scudder, the other on Grant by Col.
Higginson. The pleasing serials are
continued, and the poems are of much
merit.
It seems almost unnecessary for us
to call attention to a paper so well and
favorably known as the Youth's Companion, of Boston. It has just completed its fifty-eighth year, and each
year has shown more clearly its wonderful usefulness to the class of readers for whom it is prepared. Parents
will act wisely in providing for their
children a paper of such exceptional
worth.
St. Nicholas for March presents a
table of contents complete and varied.
The frontispiece is an engraving by
Johnson of Mme. LeBrun's famous and
beautiful portrait of herself, illustrating Mrs. Clement's "Art and Artists"
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paper on French painters. One of the
principal features of the number is the
first nine of the " St. Nicholas Dog Stories." This series is to include sketches,
stories, and anecdotes collected during
the last five years. Helen Jackson
gives some "New Bits of Talk for
Young Folk," and Frank R. Stockton
"Personally Conducts" his stay-athome travelers to Florence and Venice.
ACADEMICAL FAVORITES : Published
by J. Fisher & Bro., No. 7 Bible
House, New York. This book is a
collection of duets, trios, quartettes,
and choruses, with piano accompaniment, adapted for use in high schools,
colleges, academies, and the home circle. This is a new work just placed
upon the market, and its contents cannot fail to please the most fastidious
tastes.
* **

Furniture, Carpels,
AND STOVES,
138 Lincoln St., & 24 Chestnut St.,
LEWISTON.

AMONG THE POETS.
THE JLERO-SPIKIT.
As love they tell us now is dead,
And now is come the age of gain,
And chivalry long since has fled
From earth, and will not come again,
So since one may not die for love,
And since he will not die for gold,
The hero-spirit lives no more
That prompted noble deeds of old.
Ah, no! it cannot, must not, he,
For, hid beneath the outer seeming,—
The plumage gay of bright to-day —
"We catch the true knight's armor gleaming.
And when the trumpet call is heard,
And men are needed for the strife,
The strength that is not dead, hut sleeps,
Will spring in men to newer life.
—Fortnif/ht^
OUTRE MER.
The cloud-ship sailed in a burnished sky,
The shadosvs spread on the lea,
With a farewell smile
To the earth, the while,
The sun sank into the sea.
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JOHN C. HATCH,
(Successor to Johnston & Hatch,)
MANUFACTURER OF

\

CIGAB

fL A\ IE! <^

No. 64 Lisbon St.,
LEWISTON,

MAINE.

Sign Big Indian.

NOTICE!
We, the undersigned, hereby agree to do
First-Class Work in our business, and

At Prices that Will Suit the Times.
We are proprietors and manufacturers of the

BEST DRY- PLATE
In the world. We use these plates in our photograph rooms and defy competition.
We have the best facilities in
the State for making

FIRST-CLASS WORK
College and School Work a Specialty.
We invite the public to call and examine
our work, and see for themselves that we have
and do what we claim.
Respectfully,

CURTIS & ROSS,
Over Bicknell & Neal's, Lisbon St.,
LEWISTON, MAINE
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He seemed to pause at the ocean's brink
As if he were loth to go,
He kisses the lips
Of the sea, and slips
Down to the lands below.
He little knew of the kiss I threw,
Where the restless ripples curled;
But he took my kiss
To the lips I miss
On the other side of the world.
—Record.
ON DIT.
'Tis said that " Love is blind,"
And yet his dart
Has never failed to find,
Poor mortal heart.
An aimless shaft oft brings the greatest smart.
'Tis said that " Love is poor,"
Humble his guise.
His rage our pity lure;
Wo ever prize
Those blessings that are wrapped in deep disguise.
'Tis said " Love is a fool,"
His promise naught;
Men bend to Folly's rule,
By love arc caught.
Wisdom is oft by fools to mortals taught.
—G. A. M., in Advocate.
DEEPS.
As there are stars that in the depths of sky
Are far beyond the reach of mortal eye,
So thoughts there are, that in the souls of men
Lie fathomless to any poet's ken.
—Nassau Literary.
I met my love in the winter,
In weather confoundly cold :
" Faint heart ne'er won fair lady,"
So I wooed in manner bold ;
And the breeze through the branches did
mournfully blow,
As I sang to my love of the " Beautiful snow."
A good long year has passed since then,
But the weather for me is cold—
For a pretty brown mitten was given to me,
If a sad tale had better be told ;
And the wind through my whiskers doth
drearily blow,
As I sing all alone of the beautiful's " No."
—Yale Record.
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BOSTON STORE.

CLIPPINGS.
ANOTHER CONDENSED NOVEL.

Oswald & Armstrong
The Largest and Most Complete

Dry and Fancy 60011s Store
In the State. We call special attention to
our large line of

BLACK SILKS, COLORED SILKS, BLACK
and COLORED SILK RHADAMES.
Also, our Immense Stock of

WOOL DRESS GOODS
In all the Novelties of the Season. Special attention given to Filling orders from out of town.
Samples furnished on application. Our stock of

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS
Is always complete. Also, our
stock of

DOMESTICS
J11 Cottons, Crashes. Blankets, etc. As is well
known we are headquarters for

READY-MADE CLOAKS
AND

Ladies' and Children's Outside Wraps
Of all kinds. Our Stock of .JKRSKYS can not be
surpassed in the countrv. Ladies' and Children's
UNUEBWEAK AND HOSIERY a specialty.
CORSETS of all the popular makes always in
stock. Our New Department of
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S

COTTON UNDERWEAR
Will be opened about February 1st, when we shall
show the Largest and Choicest Line of Skirts,
Chemises, Nigh-Robes, Drawers, and Corset Covers
ever brought into Maine, all at our popular

LOW PRICES.
We invite all to visit our store or send for samples.
We are the only STRICTLY ONK-FRICK store
in Lewiston. Our Motto, Quick Sales and Small
Profits.

OSWALD & ARMSTRONG.

Chapter I.
Maid one.
Chapter II.
Maid won.
Chapter III.
Made one.
—Chicago Rambler.

Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just.—The Bard of Avon. And four
times he who gets his blow in fust.—
J. Billings.
Prof.—" Why does a duck put its
head under water?" Student—" For
divers reasons." Prof.—" Next, you
may tell me." Second Student—"To
Liquidate his bill."
CROSS PURPOSES.

We have paused to watch the quiver
Of faint moonbeams on the river,
By the gate.
We have heard something calling,
And a heavy dew is falling,
Yet we wait.
It is no doubt, very silly
To stay out in all this chilly
Evening mist;
S^ill I linger, hesitating,
For her lips are plainly waiting
To be kissed.
So I stoop to take possession
Of the coveted concession
On the spot;
But she draws back with discreetness,
Saying with tormenting sweetness
" I guess not."
Her whole manner is provoking;
" Oh, well, I was only joking,"
I reply:
She looks penitently pretty,
As she answers, " What a pity;
So was I."
—Harvard Lampoon.
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A CARD TO CIGARETTE SMOKERS.
Owing to the persistent attempt of numerous Cigarette
manufacturers to copy in part the BRAND NAME of the
" RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT," now in the eleventh
> year of their popularity, we think it alike due to the protection of the consumer and ourselves, to warn the public
against base imitations and call their attention to the fact
that the original STRAIGHT CUT BRAND is the
RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT No. 1, introduced by
us in 1875, and to caution the students to observe, that
our signature appears on every package of the genuine
Straight Cut Cigarettes.

ALLEN & GINTER, Richmond, Va.

F. A. JONES & CO.,
DEALERS IN

SOOTS, SHOES, aad ROTS
>

No. 7 College Block,
LEWISTON,

-

MAINE.

Made Fresh Every Dav (Except Sundays), at the

SHOA9WAY CA»©T W0BKS
From the Best Granulated Sugar. Price, 10 to 40 Cents Per Pound. M. E. Goss, Chief Clerk,
V. \V. Hodgkins, Candy Refiner.
No. 223 MAIN ST., LEWISTON.
S. A. CUMMINGS, Proprietor.

I
Corner Lisbon and Main Sts., Lewiston, Me.

DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, FINE TOILET SOAPS,
BRUSHES, COMBS, ETC.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded

DIAMOND CORN SOLVENT
Has proved to he a prompt, efficient, and safe remover of Corns, \Vi»rts, Bunions, and Callouses. The large number of bottles we have sold
and the high reputation it has attained) warrants us
in saying it is the best made. Price, 25 Cents.

0. W.Kimball& Co. (Druggists), Prop'rs,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

DR. S. W. JENKINS,

Dentist,
No. 9 Pilsbury Block, Lisbon St., Lewiston.
Open Sunday Afternoon, and Evenings.
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illlil laAIJIWKm
AUBURN, 31AIIVE.
NATHANIEL DAVIS,
Proprietor.
Office;: T. D. SALE, Room 43 P. H.
All Work Neatly and Promptly Done.
REPAIRING Neatly Done if desired.
New Style, 1886.

MURPHY,

HE JIOUSB*

THE

J. D. BEAL, Proprietor.

HATTER
LEWISTON, - - MAINE.
STUDENTS WANTED.

LEWISTON, ME.

M. EMERY.

B. LITCHFIELD &. CO.,
Dealers in

Choice Family Groceries and Provisions.
Choice Meats a specialty.
249 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine.
ESTABLISHED

1867.

B. DAGGETT ?

Cleansed, Dyed,
PRESSED AND REPAIRED.
Kid Gloves Cleansed and Dyed.

No. 16 Ash Street, Lewiston, Me.,
UNDER CLARK'S DRUG STORE.

We Warrant as Good Work as can be done in
the City of Lewiston.

NEW - ENGLAND

We want a few reliable Students to travel for us
the coming season, taking orders for our Nursery
Stock. We will pay a good salary and all expenses.
Only those who can furnish the very best references
need apply. Address,
It. G. CHASE & CO.,
I'ombertoii Sq., Boston.
B. LITOHFIBLD.

105 Main St., Opp. Lincoln Block,
Ladies' and Gents' Garments Dyed,
Cleaned, and Repaired in
the Best Manner.

SIGN, GOLD HAT,

180".

EASTERN

BUREAU

OF

EDUCATION

Is ten years old; it has extended its lines until
every si ale and territory in the Union is included
in the Held. Its business has increased ten fold, yet
the charges for registration ($2.00 for two years*
membership), and commission, (I per cent, on one
year's salary), have not been increased. Never so
many calls for good teachers, nor so many desirable
positions filled, In the same time, as during the last
three months. This Bureau is under the management of a professional educator, who has spent
forty years in the school-room, and has devoted
much attention to the school and the teachers'
necessary qualifications.
It is never too late to
register, for there is no week of the year when
teachers are not called for at this agency.
No
charges to school officers for services rendered.
Circulars and forms of application sent free.
PUBLIC OPINION.
LL.D.:
Dear Sir : The first Of January, I wrote to eight
different School Agencies for Circulars and Application Forms. Among the number received was
that of the New England Bureau, and I can truthfully say yours is the most satisfactory of them all.
The other- charge either an enormous commission
or registration fee. Another Important point in
your favor is the facility you have for advertising
in that most valuable paper, the Journal of Educatimi. 1 inclo-e my application and fee.
8.8. P.
L
-, February I, 188(1.
Apply to
HIRAM ORCUTT, Manager,
3 Somerset St., lioston. Mass.
HIRAM OBCOTT,
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O. Y. CLARK,

LIVERY, BOARD, AND FEED STABLE.
Carriages Furnished for Funerals
and Private Parties.
All orders promptly attended to.

'-■-.

LEWISTON, ME.

RICHARDS & MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors, —;:';',,, Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on liaml :i very larjrc and choice Belectlon of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novcities, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can be had in Maine,
(D* A full line of Fine Custom Beady-Made Suits and Overcoat* always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits.
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston, Maine.

JOSEPH £1 LLOTT'S
** STEEL** PENS. \
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

W. E. LANE,
Lately removed to the Btore formerly
occupied l*y II. W. Harbour.

No. 263 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

LEVI P. YORK,
Dealer in New and Second-Hand Furniture,
Lookinfr-Glasses, Cutlery, Tin and Wooden Ware,
Crockery and China Ware; also a good assortment
of Household Goods, Cook and Parlor Stoves, &c.
243 Lisbon St., opp. College Blk, Lewiston.

WHITTUM & FARRAR,
(Successors to Jordan & Whittum),

Dry Goods, Trimmings, Etc,
97 LISBON ST., 2 PlLSBURY BLOCK, LEWISTON.
W. H. WHITTUM.

C. D. FARRAR.

GEORGE F. DUTTON, Hair Dresser,

E

TER6R00K JO0 STEEL
PENS

232 Lisbon Street, Two Doors South of P. 0.,
Up Stairs, Lewiston,

More than 12 years' experience in the business.
11. DRESSER.

E. W. DRESSER.

R. DRESSER & CO.,

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.
For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, X. J.
26 John £t„ New York.

Dealers in

MEATS, GROCERIES, AND PROVISIONS,
76 Main St., Lewiston, Me.
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BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV.

OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,

REV. THOMAS HILL, D.D.,
President.

REV.

JOHN FULLONTON, D.D..

Lecturer on Ethics.

THOMAS L. AXGELL, A.M.,

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

Professor of Modern Languages.

Kiev. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

I'rofessor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Professor of Psychology and Exegetical Theology.

RICHARD C STANLEY, A.M..

Professor of Rhetoric aud English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN H. RANI), A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics.

0 LA SSI CAL D EPA R TMEN T.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: —
LATIN : In six books of Virgil's .Eneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold *
Latin Prose Composition, and in Harknoss' Latin Grammar. GREEK : In three books of Xcnophnn's Anabasis; two b inks
of Homer's Iliad, and In Hadlev's Greek Grammar, MATHEMATICS-. In Loomis' or GreenteaPs Arithmetic, In the first
twelve chapters of Loomis' Algebra, and in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH i In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent I" them.
Certificates'of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Terra.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country a3 eminently adapted to
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses arc about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen scholarships and various other
benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, aud is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must lie prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JI'LT 1, 188fi
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NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LYMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class: the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
BO ABB OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY F. FRISREE, A.M., PRINCIPAL
Teacher of Latin and Creek.
EDWARD R. CHADWTCK, A.B
Teacher of Rhetoric and Elocution.
('HAS. HADLEY
Teacher of Mathematics.
L. G. ROBERTS
Teacher of Latin.
HOSCOE NELSON
Teacher of Mathematics.
W. F. TIBBETTS
Teacher of Geography and History.
For further particulars send for Catalogue.

I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

LYNDON INSTITUTE,

J-EB^Ofl /IC/tDEMY.

LYNDON CENTRE, VT.

Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
GEORGE II. GOULD, Principal.
For further particulars, address the Principal,
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.

WALTKK E. RANGER, A.M., PRINCIPAL,
Teacher of Latin, Political Science, Mental and
Moral Science. JASON T. DRAPER, A.B.,Teacher of Natural Science and Mathematics. HIRAM
M. PKARL, 'readier of Banking. HENRY B. BACON, Teacher of Elocution, Book-keeping,and Penmanship. Miss AUGUSTA PRE8COTT, PKECEPTRESS, Teacher of French, German, and English.
Miss CLARA L. HAM, A. B., Teacher of Latin and
Greek. Miss MABEL C. BEMIS, Teacher of Music Miss MARY C. WHEELER, Teacher of
Painting and Drawing. MRS. B. H. HARVEY,
Matron.
For both sexes. Young Ladies' Classical Course,
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year.
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and
Elocution.
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any similar institution in the State. Modern Methods in
LANGUAGES AND SCIENCE. No crowded
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants
of students. A rare CABINET, probably unequaled
by any similar Institution in Northern New England. Chemical LABORATORY for Individual experimenting. A pleasant READING-ROOM, contabling a large number of the best papers and magazines. Large rooms and steam heat. Delightfully
located. Summer home of N. E. Conservatory of
Music, for 1885.
I. W. SANBORN, Sec'y and Treas.,
LYNOONVILLK, VT.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

§ww Mmmlain Semmaty,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The best
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss LIZZIE COLLET, at Waterbury Centre.

f

WS/fl

crinc Scntrdl Institute.
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.

•Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
J. H. PARSONS, A.B., Principal.

The Bates Student.
YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS, AND SLIPPERS
.A.T O. O. MORHELL'S.
If you wish to get just what you pay for and the most you can for your money, please (Jail and Examine
My Stock, which has been largely improved within the last year. RK.MKMISKK THE PLACE,
CORNER MAIN AND LISBON STREETS, LEWISTON, ME.
SIGN- iti<; BUCK HOOT.

MARLIN

2MLA.G-.A!ZXCTX2 RIFLE
Tlie World

for larso or f.niall panic—made in 32 calibre, 40 grains powder; 38 cal.
Mgrains; 40 cil.C;);-WHS; 45 cal. 70 and 85grains. The strongest shooting rifle
made. Perfect accuracy pun-amf. • : and tuc only absolutely safe rifle made. All styles,
a'.lsl/es, all weights.. Prices rcrtmi ..
TO J* T T gk TtV\ Gallery, Pportins md Target Rifles, world renowned. The standard for
OAiJi*Jaib£\>.1/ target shooting, burning, and 6hootlng gnllcles. AM calibres from 22 to 45.
Jladeln fourteen d!3cr,*nt styles, prices from
$18.00 pp. Send f'T I'lKt-itml r*ti.'ri?ur

MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO., MEW HAVEN, COM.

DR. D. B. STROUT, WAKBFIELB BROS.

- ii i it y 11 T .
Every branch of Dentistry attended to.
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, Over
Abbott's Drug Store.
A BEAUTIFUL SET OF PERMANENT TEETH FOR $10.

Li . S ME I T H ,
Dealer in All Kinds of

LE W I S TO JV,
-nKALEKS IN-

ME.,

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals,
Fancy anil Toilet Articles, Sponges,

Brushes, Perfumery, etc.

JOHN

N. WOOD,
DEALER

IN

Coal and Wood, Fitted and Unfitted
OFFICE AND YARD NEAR ENGINE HOUSE.
Between Bates and Franklin Streets.
Terms Strictly C. O. D.

NO. 64 MIDDLE ST.. NEAR M. C. R. R. UPPER STATION.

THE MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Buy Shirts, Collars, Cuffs,

IS THE ONLY RAIL KOITTK HETWKKN

Portland, Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. Johns,
and intermediate Cities and Towns.
Best and Most Direct Route to Lewiston and Auburn, and to all parts of the State of Maine and
Maritime Provinces, and their various Resorts.
THIS COMPANY ALSO OPERATBfi THE

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert, and Machias
STEAMBOAT

CO.

To and from liockland, Castine, Peer Isle, Sedgwick, Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Joneaport,
and Machiasport.
Time-Tables and other information cheerfully
furnished on application.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
PAYSON TUCKKR,
Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt,
Gen'l Manager,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

L. E. BROWN & CO.,
Manufacturers of

Bobbins, Spools, and Skewers,
And Base-Ball Bats. Also, Fitted Hard Wood.
Orders by Mail promptly attended to.
LEWISTON", ME.

Storage for Flour and Carriages.

AND ALL

FUENISHING GOODS
AT ROBIE'S SHIRT STORE.
E. & M. S. MILLETT,
DBALEBfi IN

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

TURNER & SMITH,
BaKcrs,
203 Main St., and 328 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
Cake for Parties and Weddings a specialty.
Plain and Ornamental Frosting
at Short Notice.

The Bates Student.

CRAYON ARTIST and PHOTOGRAPHER.
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
We arc again at the Old IMace.
Call and Sec Us.
PAUL'S

BLOCK,

172 LISBON STREET, -

Students Patronage Respectfully Solicited.

PHIL P. GETCHELL,

Fashionable

- -

LEWISTON, MAINE.

DUG. N. WOODBURY & SON,

Hatter,

S jay !?»,£,
Rooms 6 and 7 Pilsbury Block, Lewiston.

110 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

F. R. WHITNEY,
H. P. DORMAN & CO.,
and Pocket Cutlery
COAL and WOOD Table
Locks and Keys, Firearms, and Amunition
Cedar Street, Lewiston, Me.
Orders by Telephone.

at the Lowest Prices. Repairing
Neatly Done.
120 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON,

GEO. R. KIMBALL,
Watchmaker.

MRS. NEAL'S BOOK BINDERY,

Fine Watch & Clock Repairing a specialty.
All kinds of Hair Jewelry .nd Solid Work Made
to Order or Repaired. No Apprentices.
D W. WIGGIN'S DRUG STORE,
New No. 213 Lisbon St., - Lewiston, Me.

«S- Magazines, Music, etc., Bound in a Neat and
Durable Manner. Ruling and Blank Hook Work of
Every Description done to Order.

OR. BMBRY BAILEY,

! E. N f I | f ,
3 1-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
Gas Administered to Extract Teeth.
Orders left at Gerrish's Drag Store before 10
for 11.80 train, will receive prompt attention.

P.M.

FRANK KILGORE. Hackman,
LEWISTON. ME.
HACK OFFICES : Gerrish's Drug Store,
and at Residence, 107 College St.
Offices Connected by Telephone.

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
28 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.

Journal Block, Lewiston, Me.

Go to Perkins? Cigar
Stove for all hinds of
Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes,
and Cigarettes.
E. PERKINS.
JORDAN, FROST & CO.,
Eastern, Western, and Southern

Lumber, Mouldings, Gutters, and Brackets.
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Cross Canal.
LEWISTON, ME.
WM. JORDAN.

A. E. FROST.

t. M. JORDAN.

B. F. CETCHELL,
DKALER IN

HEW AND SECOND-HAND FURNITURE,
Crockery, Glass, Tin, Silver Plated Ware, and
a variety of Kitchen Furnishing Goods,
at Bottom Prices.
173 Main Street, - - Lewiston, Me.

The Bates Student.

NEW DINING ROOMS Troy XiaandFjr
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall,

All kinds of Laundry Work done at
short notice and Satisfaction Guaranteed.
F. W. JUDKINS, Prop'r.

LEWISTON, ME.

No. 12 Ash St., Lewiston, Me.

D. F. LONG, - - Proprietor.

PERFECT

Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks,
Oysters, and Ice-Creams.

CATERING FOR PARTIES A SPECIALTY.
The liest Place in the city to Get a
NICE OYSTER STEW.

i'
WORDS WITH ONE
KILLING.
WARRANTED to give satisfaction. Sent

Writes 15,000
On Trial

For 0NE

WEEK

On receipt of $I.O0. Hull .'1111011111 returned if not satisfied. Sold by all dealers. Agents v/anted.
Send for circular.
O. Ii. DOWSES & CO., MPn,
62 and 64 Duane St., N. Y.

V/c are jytroquciyq
H pewSeu)ingAacfnne
ion icfe "ftaspecufiar
Aerlj/1:desiring to
say more a6©u{^"ttr
maty space wittl fie re
permit^we reauest
voiir a^rcg/' ij^you.
are at"dff Iftferesfe5©..

E. CORNISH & CO.,
(Successors to R. H. Koss,)

Practical Tailocs
Court Street, Auburn, Maine.
C. H. CORNISH, COTTBB.
For Nobby Styles call at,

J. H. TWOMBLY & CO.,
V 11 s t o m T a i 1 o i» s.
GEO. H. CORU, CLTTKK.
Opp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court St., Auburn

MRS. M. B. SPRAGUE,
AGENT FOR THE

h ioeraf lerm/16 deafer/
& protection ir? territory
IJneJsfey Setoir^a,
acmne.

k
i

BIHiraH PIANO
42 LISBON STREET.

EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.8.

fPtCTOfty

BMBHB

No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.

The Bates Student.

If m

uorsBrdb
ACID PH0SPHAT
]FOR [

Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness, Diminished Vitality, Ac.
Prepared according l<> the directions of l'rof. K. N. Horsford, of Cambridge.

A preparation of the phosphates of lime, magnesia, potash, and iron with
phosphoric acid in such form as to be readily assimilated by the system.
Universally recommended and prescribed by physicians of all schools.
Its action will harmonize with such stinmlants as are necessary to take.
It is the best tonic known, furnishing sustenance to both brain and body.
It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

As a Brain and Nerve Tonic.
E. W. ROBERTSON, Cleveland, O., says : kiFrom my experience*
can cordially recommend it as a brain and nerve tonic, especially in nervous
debility, nervous dyspepsia, etc., etc.
DK.

For Wakefulness.
DK. WILLIAM P. CLOTHIER. Buffalo, N. Y., says: " I prescribed it for
a Catholic priest, who was a hard student, for wakefulness, extreme nervousness, etc., and he reports it has been of great benefit to him."

in Nervous Debility.
DR. EDWIN F. VOSE, Portland, Me., says: "I have prescribed it for
many of the various forms of nervous debility, and it has never failed to do
good."

For the III Effects of Tobacco.
DE. C. A. FERNALD, Boston, says : " I have used it in cases of impaired
nerve function with beneficial results, especially in cases where the system is
affected by the toxic action of tobacco."

Invigorating, Strengthening, Healthful, Refreshing.
Prices reasonable.

Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free.

Manufactured by the RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, R. I.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

Established 1872.

IE HEIMYPE PRINTING C9
211 wuwm

Views of College Buildings,
Portraits of the Faculty,
Class Pictures, and Illustrations
for College Journals,
Artistic Programmes,
Invitations, Menu Cards,
Dance Orders, etc., etc., etc.
Estimates furnished on application.

FINE PRINTING. LOW PRICES,

THE LIGHT RUNNING

PI IIITIN
OF ALL KINDS EXECUTED AT THE

SEWING MACHINE

Journal Job Office,

SIMPLE
LEWISTON, MAINE.
One cf the Largest Printing Houses East of Boston.
o
We also make a specialty of

Fid-CI

•'"

Don't send out of the State, for we
guarantee to give

Good Work at Low Prices

THE ONLY SEWING MACHINE
L

.

THAT GIVES

.

J

\PEKFECTSATISFACTION.
rHAS NO EQUAL*^

KT AH orders addressed to the

PUBLISHERS OF JOURNAL,
Lewiston, Maine.
GREAT BARGAINS IN

STUDENTS' FURNITURE
Large Stock of all kinds of

SEWING MACHINE CO

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,
Both New and Second-Hand. Call and
Examine for yourself.

30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL.
ST. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.
—=\ ELQ_B^SALE_B

S. RECORD, Lower Main St.

C. A. HILDRETH, Lewiston.

ORANGE MASS.

C. M. LANDER,
DBALBB IN

Watches and Clocks, Jewelry, Plated Ware,
AND SPECTACLES,

No. 2 Keene Block,

-

-

AUBURN, ME.

Fine Watch Work and Repairing a .specialty.
Work Warranted.
I
Airinl lor Kocktord Watches. ' ,r

•

H. (IKRUIgH,

AUBURN, MAINE.
Music furnished for Concerts, Entertainments, and all occasions where Orchestra
music is needed, at reasonable prices.

GEORGE H. GLOVER.
W. II. Priest.

II. II. Priest.

K. E. Priest

PRIEST BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail

APOTHECARY,

OYSTERS, LOBSTERS, AND FISH

145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.

<)!' all kinds,
254 Main Street, Lewiston, Me.

Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

ORCHESTRAL

**. O. CUTLER,

CUSTOM TAILOR,
AND DEALER IS

FUSTE

WOOLENS,

No. 91 Lisbon Street. Lewiston. Mc.

TEAGUE & HALE,
(Successors to \V. II. Teague,)

DRUGGISTS AND APOTHECARIES,
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.
ALSO. MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CIGARS.

CHANDLER & ESTES,
DEALERS IN

School and Miscellaneous Books,
Blank Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings,
Window-Shades, Pictures and Frames.
Artists' Materials, and Fancy Goods,
100 LISBON ST., - - LEWISTON, ME.
THE LARGEST STOCK OK CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bite" Sts., Lewiston.
tfj-l!o(lcmi Price? always guaranteed.

W-

oaac fpoddard, Bcntbt,
(Successor to DR, M. B. PKKISI.K,)

3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburn, Me.

PIANO-ORGAN.

SIX OCTAVE.
Grand Improvements in RccdOrgnns. Nopodal
straps to break or pedal carpets lo wear out. All piano
music can be executed upon it. A child can operate
bellows. Case made of solid Cherry, cbonlzcd and so
highly polished as to make It almoi t impossible to distinguish it from rosewood, ho organ manufactured
lias met with the popularity of this Instrument, as Is
proven by theimmonse sales. Iteven bids fair to surpass the demand for the far-famed Improved Beothoven. Having in creased ourfacililiesforn iinufacturir.g
by purchasing improved machinery, we rre able to reduce the price from $125.00 loony $105.50,
which includes a music bock nnd adjustable
stool. Those wishing tho Improved Pcethoven and
other styles of organs with st'>i> combinations, ranging
in price from <::{<». .-,<» to $ I 7 5.00—also, Sou AM nnd
UPRlaHT Pianos from $175.00 to |»07.S0—Will
please write us,and wo will take pleasure in giving all
the information desired free of charge. Those who
contemplate purchaslngwilldo well to consult with us,
aswe have no agents. Deal direct with the public.
You t herefore save agent's prolits by purchasing
direct from the manufacturer. Remember, our
instruments are warranted for SIX YEARS, and
r.rescnt anywhere on 15 days'test trial. If not
satisfactory, organ may be returned, and our Arm pay
freight charges both ways.
Sign Painters wanted. Address all communications,
BEETHOVEN PIANO ORGAN CO.,
Washington, IMcw Jersey, V. S. A.
NOTICE.—Mention name of this paper when you write.

T. T>. SALE,
DEALER IN

BOOKS AND STATIONERY
Ai-<>, a full line <>f School and College
Text-Books at Wholesale Prices.
Miscellaneous Books at Lowest Prices.

FINE STATIONERY A SPECIALTY
Books, Bought, Sold, and Exchanged.

AND DEALER IN

43 PARKER HALL.

BLANK BOOKS,

TEMPLE & CO.,

ALBUMS, AND
ART NOVELTIES.

Clothiers, Hatters, and Furnishers,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

College Stationery a Specialty

THE

BEST

GRADES

OF

No. 2 Frye Block,
LEWISTON,
FINE

(JOODS.

MAINE.

At HARPER & GOOGIN'S,
138 Bates St. 57 Whipple St.

LOW PRICKS.

4* Boston and Lewiston 4-

ONE PRICE CLOTHING COMPANY
HEADQUARTERS FOR

MEN'S, YOUTHS', BOYS', AND CHILDREN'S
!<T

wlw||?Sl#

Hats, Caps I Gents' Furnishing Goods,
N'o. 41 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON,
S. MORRIS

MAINE.
Manager.

